
March 17   2010 International Marconi Day preparations. (Tywyn site Sat. April 24) 
   Also TDARS contest planning 2010 season. Will G3Z continue ? 
 
March 24   “Understanding your Operating Position : the geology of your location” 
   guest speaker Andrew Jenkinson who is Projects officer for the     
   Shropshire Geological Society. (www.shropshiregeology.org.uk)  
 
March 31  ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING.  (Agenda January Newsletter, Pg 3) 
   Subs. Due !!!  
 
April 7  First—in—the—Month: New Committee meeting at Heath Hill QTH 
 
April 14  The New GB3TF box. Bring your H/H for CTCSS checks ... 
 
April 21  Club Equipment Update. Look what we’ve got—and the rules ! 
 
April 24 (Sat) International Marconi Day Expedition to Tywyn (SatNav LL36 9HN) 
 
April  28 (daytime)  Visit to RAF Shawbury. Meeting 12:30 pm opposite entrance gates 
 
April 28  Local  (Little Wenlock) 2 metre Fox Hunt. G3JKX as Fox.  
   1st transmission 19:30 hours 144.600 MHz or nearest 
 
May 5  Open House / Station on Air /  Committee Meeting 
 
May 11 (Tues) HamFest committee Meeting #2. Heath Hill (Trevor’s works) venue.  
May 12  Surplus Equipment Sale. M/C Jim G8UGL 
  
May 19  Quiz and Curry Night. M0TAW & G3JKX 
 
May 26  Our Sun and propagation. Eventual Dawn of Solar Cycle 24 ? 
 
June 2  Committee meeting. HQ not available. (/A venue)     

For Amateur Radio Exam Training—enquiries to Mike G3JKX (01952 299677) 
For Morse Training and Morse Proficiency Tests Martyn G3UKV or Eric M0KZB. 

For Equipment Loans & Returns Kevin G8UPF or Ricky M0RKY 
 

www.TDARS.org         Programme   www.telfordhamfest.co.uk 
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Editorial 
  This is the last Newsletter before the AGM. Once the formal business is over (the agen-

da was on Pg. 3 in the last Newsletter), we move on to the presentation of trophies. There are 
three available for equipment constructors, one for operating in the best traditions of Amateur 
Radio (Syd Poole Trophy), another for the Member who has contributed significantly to the 
development of the club over the past year (Jack Hassall Trophy). There is also the Direction 
Finding (DF) Trophy from the previous season, and of course the spoof award—the Kippure 
Trophy that always raises a laugh or two, and rarely leaves the Club cupboard!  
 From time to time, Certificates of Merit are presented too; I am immensely proud of the 
one I received in 1994 from the then Chairman of TDARS—Dave Whalley G4EIX, and it still 
adorns my shack wall, suitably framed. It came as a real surprise. That certificate, plus one 
from the RSGB  the following year, when TDARS first won VHF NFD (Restricted Section) , 
are a couple of the very few bits of “wallpaper” I have displayed in my shack wall. 
So,  it will be interesting, as always, to see what happens at the end of March. In many ways 
2009-10 has been an exceptional year. 
              MIV 

~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~++~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+          

A handful of useful mobile phone tips…     ( from Norman G0ASP )  
(Is this the only way some TDARS members ever get on the air ? - Ed) 
 

As well as 999, the alternative Emergency number 112 works in the UK. The mobile will 
search for ANY available network to get  you through—useful perhaps in the Shropshire hills. 
It works even if the keypad is locked. 
 
If your car has remote keyless entry, and you lock your keys in the car, phone home on a  
mobile to their mobile. Hold the phone about a foot from your car door and ask the person at 
home to press the unlock button on your spare key, holding it near to their mobile phone; the 
car will then unlock. (My recent Ford Focus only has remote locking on the prime key ! -Ed) 
 
If your mobile battery is very low, press *3370# and some extra power magically arrives. 
 
To disable a stolen mobile phone, key in *#06# (before it’s stolen!) and note down the 15 digit 
code which appears. Give this to the service provider if the worst happens, and the phone is 
then disabled  by the provider, even if the SIM card is changed by the thief. 
 
If you are ever forced to withdraw money from an ATM by a robber, just enter your PIN    
number in reverse (eg for 1234 enter 4321) and it will still payout, but the Police are alerted. 

+~+~+~+~+~~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~ 
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QTC? News & Information 
Quick Reminder: TDARS  AGM Wednesday 31st March at 8pm. Full 
details previous Newsletter, page 3. Subs 2010-11 due on the night !  
(Currently  £28, or £22 non-earners, £14 full time student. Likely to   
continue for 2010-11). New Committee to be elected. 
 
Following the last Editorial regarding Special Contest Callsign G3Z        
assigned to TDARS since 2005, only one response received, from Dave 
G0CER who enjoys participating in the RSGB IOTA contest in July. Who 
else will take up the challenge ? Dave has moved QTH from his Coalbrookdale RF Black-Hole 
and is now enjoying a more normal RF existence. He has entered several 70cm, 2m and 6m 
UK  Activity Contests already this year, and has generously called it a TDARS club entry. His      
results can be seen under  ‘Radio Sport’  (VHF Contests section) on the RSGB’s website. 
 
TIP from Mike G3JKX. Place a * in front of all the radio amateurs in your e-mail address 
book, (eg *G3JKX) which will group them together at the top of the address listings, regardless 
of their prefix etc (M, G, 2E0 etc). ( Ed Note:- Not sure about other mail address book systems, 
but using MS Outlook Express, so long as a callsign appears anywhere in the main fields, just 
typing a callsign in the “To:” heading box automatically finds the  correct address anyway, 
without searching for the individual address at all) 
 
An Elmo L-1N projector has now been ordered, which should be very useful when sharing 
‘real’ objects (as distinct from electronic images) at meetings, or for training purposes.  A      
circuit diagram, or even the actual circuit with components can be displayed on a screen (via a 
laptop, of course), and a zoom facility means even very small components can be  greatly en-
larged for clarity or demonstration purposes. A pull-down screen should arrive soon, which will 
almost complete the main purchases from the ‘Grass Roots’ grant we received last year. 
 
There were only 5 entries for this year’s Main Construction Competition. Where are all those 
marvellous members’ club projects hiding ?. Anyway, 3rd place went to Martyn G3UKV with his 
VK5JST antenna analyser, 2nd went to Paul M0PNN with a MKARS 80m transceiver + CW 
add-on unit, and the winner was Dave G4EIX  with his micro-power meter project. 
 
The earlier ‘Under-a-Fiver Construction Competition had more entries—ten. They included 
a 500 mW shack loudspeaker (M1FGN), microwave test aerials (G3UKV), a 400W UHF SWR 
meter (G3JKX), a portable 20m dipole kit plus novel HF earth rod (M0RKY), a 17.2 KHz band-
pass filter (G0VXG), a 1-127 dB low power switched attenuator (G4EIX). The top 3 places 
went to Rob (2E0RAV) for his £4 junk-box-parts UHF Antenna analyser - winner. Second  
Richard’s (G0VXG) 500 KHz 50 watt transmitter, and third Rob’s other entry—a RS232/audio 
data mode interface unit. 
 
After our representations made at the last L.W. Village Hall Committee meeting, the parking    
problem has now been reasonably resolved. We may now double/triple park our vehicles as 
before, on condition that we keep both pedestrian entrances clear, and that all parking is made 
with due respect for other users. Obviously we will promptly and politely respond to any        
request to move any of our vehicles which block in another user. Parking bay markings are on-
ly advisory. The H & S access issue has been clarified, and does not affect car parking. 
 
The latest club project, Bernie G4HJW’s  3cm (10 GHz) microwave receivers, have now   
arrived and been passed to 9 club members. Anyone requiring help, especially with tuning up, 
should refer to the 5  ’updates’ circulated on the TDARS Yahoo Reflector site (copies can be 
provided), and please don’t hesitate to ask for help, particularly to G3UKV, G8VZT or G4NKC 
who have spectrum analysers up to these microwave frequencies. 



 Louise Bate 

2E0BDZ Tim Cappleman 

2E0CTG Martyn Reid 

2E0RAV Rob Whiteway 

2E0TRO Martin Tromans  CM 

2E0TTB Trevor Bate 

2E0ZSU Peter Westwell 

2EOGIV Phil Ealham 

2E1HTU Ray Corbett 

G0ASP Norman  Mason 

G0CER Dave Harris 

G0EYX  Derek Southey Chair 

G0HZR  Danny Humphries 

G0UFE  Simon Bird CM 

G0VNO David Johns 

G0VXJ  Mick Finch 

G1OOE Barry Olliver 

G3JKX Michael Street   H.Sec 

G3UKV Martyn Vincent  N.Ed 

G3XDH Ben Parkes 

G4AUY Peter Sherwood 

G4EIX David Whalley 

G4JOW  John Butler 

G4NKC  Mike Jones   CM 

G6NWT  Bill Taylor 

G8UGL  Jim Wakenell  H.Tres 

G8VZT  Dave Hall 

GM3YEW   Dave Morris 

M0ECM  Chris Martin CM 

M0EMM    David.Martin 

M0EOU      John Hinds 

M0FHM  Don Sunderland: Web 

M0KZB Eric Arkinstall 

M0PNN  Paul Bowen 

M0RJS Bob Roberts 

M0RKY Richard Brown A Cur 

M0TAW    Tony Woodhouse  CM 

M0ZUF  Bob Clay 

M1AQS  Ray Watson 

M1FGN  Peter Griffiths 

M1IHM Dylan Jones 

M1RKH  Richard Herbert CM 

M6AAD     Alan Mullinder 

M6DCT  Colin Davies 

M6DTB  David  Bradley CM 

M6KLS  Peter Elstub (Speedy) 

The above is the current (2009-10) list of paid-up Members of TDARS.  Any omissions, or  
callsign updates to Jim, G8UGL, please. 
 
The entry for the Club Calls 160m contest last November had a good outcome. Using 
GX3ZME from Richard’s  (G0VXG) Jackfield QTH,  TDARS was 21st out of 105 entries. 
There were 79 scoring QSOs, of which 29 were clubs, 47 club members, and only 3 ‘no club’ . 
The full results are available on the RSGB (Radio Sport) website, under HF Contests. 

 
Although not a winner, Peter M1FGN’s first ‘Under 
a Fiver’ construction project featured a 
"steam powered" germanium transistor 500mW 
transformer coupled push pull amplifier for 
a "den" loudspeaker. Usually we see newer project 
stuff (IC's and silicon transistors) and occasionally 
some valve projects, but rarely things that still have 
germanium transistors in them. 
 
Peter also sent details of two recommended books 
about Marconi.  “Signor Marconi’s Magic Box” by 
Gavin Weightman  (ISBN 0-00-713005) and 
“Marconi My Beloved” by Maria Christina Marconi  
( ISBN 0-937832-36-7). This book  covers tea with 

Mussolini (which Maria his second wife justifies, claiming G.M. was no fascist—Ed) and the 
switching on of Sydney lights in Australia by remote (radio) control.  Both books a good read ! 
  

Another useful web-site link, based on Google Maps, you can zoom right in (to street lev-
el) or out to suit. http://f6fvy.free.fr/qthLocator/fullScreen.php. Just L/H click on any spot on 
map for its Locator (eg IO82RP) & full Lat/Long details. Also you can find distance (but not 
bearing) from this given point to anywhere else, local or worldwide!  Useful in VHF contests if 
the other station doesn't know his/her Locator (eg a mobile). 
 
Nice to receive a Christmas card from Chris G8CHW of Mode Components who provided 
many of the components used in several Club Projects last year. Happy Spring 2010  Chris ! 
 

~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~ 

 TDARS MEETINGS EVERY WEDNESDAY AT LITTLE WENLOCK VILLAGE HALL UNLESS                

INDICATED OTHERWISE  ON THE FRONT PAGE PROGRAMME.  ROOM BOOKED FROM 7PM 

- 10PM. MEETINGS  USUALLY  COMMENCE AT 8PM 

 

‘Steam powered’ AF amp.  

by Peter M1FGN. 

http://f6fvy.free.fr/qthLocator/fullScreen.php


RECEIVING AMATEUR STATIONS ON THE EXPERIMENTAL 600 METRE BAND 

 
By Phil G0VSJ: Part 2. 

(Last Newsletter, Phil presented the project and circuit details of his 500 KHz Transmitter.  
Here are the construction details of  the all-important Loop Antenna Frame construction-Ed) 

Continued overleaf… >>>> 
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Sent by Norman G0ASP: 



~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~ 
Richard G0VXG recently copied EI0CF on 500 KHz. Here are a couple of snaps from 
Finbar showing his beautiful QTH and some rather lethal looking gear for the band. 
Note the red “DANGER 33 KV” warning on the perspex TX (?) cover—it would be 
even more impressive if it actually covered the whole darn opening !! 



Mike’s Piece No. 1 
 
I am one of our number who is on the wrong side of retirement and not really capable any 
more of safely climbing on the roof or up trees to fix aerials. This subject came up when I was 
asked to dispose of a silent key’s equipment by his widow. She told me that her husband had 
really loved his radio but, sadly, in his latter days could not find anyone to sort his aerials out 
for him when he couldn’t manage any more. I asked her why he hadn’t contacted his local  
radio club for assistance. She said that he had tried, but their members were also too old, too 
tired or just lacked the knowledge, expertise and, more importantly, the equipment to do the 
work safely. She had tried commercial aerial installers, but they wanted huge sums just to do 
basic ‘put up a dish on a wall or a TV yagi on the end of a pole’. In every case they would also 
not entertain anything ‘out-of-the-ordinary’ such as climbing trees! 
 
Well a thought crossed my mind that the few of us who can still do this work are being some-
what ‘put upon’ by those like myself who sometimes need this kind of help. Some of you will 
disagree with what I am about to suggest, but thankfully we all still live in a free country! 
Now, I am a pensioner and by no means on the breadline and rather than pursue and over-
burden the same willing hands each time, I would be more than delighted to pay someone (or 
two) to do my climbing for me when it is needed. I am certain that there must be many others 
like me with only a 20 foot ladder, wobbly legs, bad vertigo or all three!  
 
So what is the answer? Well, possibly younger, fitter and willing Society members might like 
to go on a course, paid for by the Society, to learn the art of safely climbing trees, ladders and 
aerial rigging. They could then carry out the work with greater safety and speed, which would 
also prove useful for aerial erection in the field such as NFD! So how about TDARS owning a 
high quality. lightweight  3 X 10 ft duralumin ladder, safety harness and tool belt, for use by 
those who are willing to go up aloft? Also a really high quality tool kit c/w two sets of spanners 
etc. Most bolts have head and a nut on the other end, don’t they? (no rude jokes please!) 
I just know that there must be a great many hams out there who still have licences and rigs 
but cannot come on the air because they have no aerials up, probably because erecting them 
is too difficult for them and they have no local help or are just too embarrassed to ask for     
assistance. 
A team of trained willing members, with the right gear, would go a long way to remedy these 
problems. Yes, the ladders would have to be transported, so should TDARS own a trailer? 
(useful on field days too) And what about insurance? Our society should cover this. These  
riggers may not want to accept any cash for their efforts but the Society could possibly benefit 
from ‘donations’. What do you think?  

   Vy 73   Mike G3JKX    01952 299677 (jstreetg3jkx@blueyonder.co.uk) 

~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~ 

 

As this is the end 
of the Society’s  
fortieth year, 
here’s a photo and 
newspaper article 
showing founder 
member Brian 
G8DQQ at the 
chalk face in about 
1971. Sent in by 
Pete G4AUY,    
another founder 
(and still) member 
of TDARS. 



1–500 MHz Aerial Analyser Construction   by  Rob 2E0RAV 
 

I first found this project when browsing the internet in November last year. I was interested 
to see it was by Jim Tregellas, VK5JST the same designer as the HF aerial analyser which 
I had built when featured as a TDARS project in 2009.  
 
Having recently had little success getting a good impedance match into not one, but two 
commercial 70cm Yagi-Uda aerials, it seemed an ideal piece of test equipment to extend 
the frequency of my testing capability without having to spend £300 on something like a 
MFJ 269. 

 

The analyser is greatly simplified by using your  existing 
transmitter, such as a low power hand-held, as the     
signal source. The result being something I could build 
from parts I already had with the addition of the         
recommended schottky diodes, (25p each from ebay) 
and a Maplin case to complete.  
A simple pcb is required which I made by drawing      
directly onto a copper clad board using a permanent 
marker pen then etching. There are only about     
EIGHTEEN STANDARD COMPONENTS mounted on 
the surface of the board, so no drilling is necessary.  
The smaller, surface mount devices are  recommended 

if the analyser is to be accurate beyond VHF frequencies. With the main pcb built, a little 
mechanical drilling and filing is required to add the rf connectors onto a second pcb mount-
ed on the edge of the main board. I wished I had used a solid copper sheet for this but, hav-
ing used single sided pcb, I ended up adding copper foil folded around the edge of the 
board to ground the connectors to the main pcb. 
The construction is completed by mounting the main circuit into the box and adding the  
meter, switch and pot to the box front panel. The meter scale is included in the notes so 
was scaled and printed to fit the meter used. 
 
Testing consists of fitting an accurate 50ohm 0.25W dummy load 
resistor to the aerial connector and injecting 1-2W RF from a 
transmitter to the input. Calibration is achieved by setting two 
preset resistors for a 1:1 SWR and 50 ohm impedance readings. 
To measure an aerial’s impedance, it is connected using coax as 
short as practical to the analyser. A transmitter is used to gener-
ate the required rf source and full scale deflection is set on the 
meter. The meter can then display swr and impedance as        
required.  
 
I have been very impressed with the resulting accuracy which 
seems to be as good as the dummy load used to calibrate with, 
usually within two or three ohms, at 440MHz. I now have at least 
one yagi aerial back in service as a result ! 
 
A copy of full construction details are available on the website of 
Jim Tregellas as a pdf file at www.users.on.net/~endsodds/vhfuhfan.htm  or  just Google 
“VK5JST and UHF”. 

~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~ 



Mike’s Piece, No. 2 
 

First…a very big thank you to the anonymous givers of Christmas gifts which appeared on 
my doorstep and were very unexpected, but most welcome. It is nice to have one’s efforts    
appreciated. However, it would be so nice if students would donate something to the       
Society, even if it was only for the tea coffee and biscuits used. 
 
Also very unexpected was a very nice CW QSO on 10.1MHz with a GM on holiday out in 
Samoa. Prefix = 5W and a very good signal it was too. It was at ‘grey-line’ time, 1630hrs 
some time in February. 
 
It is nearly always worthwhile firing up your HF rig and having a listen round on the bands 
for about a half hour before and after sunset/sunrise at any time during the sun-spot cycle. 
 
If you think about it, even though it may be dark where you are because the sun has gone 
down or has not yet come up, the ionosphere is still being fully illuminated by the sun up at 
400km above your head at dawn and dusk. Remember also that the earth is tilted over on 
its axis. There is a circular path around the earth, along the terminator or line between light 
and dark, which is called dusk and dawn, but amateurs know this as the grey-line. In fact it 
is not a line at all but a band of semi-darkness, light at one side graduating to dark at the 
other. Unusual propagation sometimes occurs during these times, but it is not predictable if 
this will actually happen or not. 
 
When I was out in Brunei (Borneo) operating as V85KX in the early 90s, I could not work 
anyone on the east coast of the USA or Mexico except at grey-line times, when signals 
from there would then be very strong. Just couldn’t hear a thing from them at any other 
time. 
 
Please take my advice and download the ‘Geoclock’ computer program from Google. This 
program displays a map of the world showing where the grey line is at that moment.  Its  
position changes minute by minute, day by day and season by season of course. If you 
have an HF beam then all the better because, by pointing it along the grey-line, you will get 
maximum benefit from any anomalous propagation there may be. Don’t forget to try both 
the long and short paths. 
         Vy 73     Mike G3JKX 

~+~+~+~+~+~~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~ 

            by Robin G1MHU 

RMS Queen Mary visit... 2009 
It started with an idea…. 
We have often been to the East Coast of the USA for our annual trip of a lifetime, this year we 
thought we would visit the West Coast, and see some of the attractions there 
After some research, we found that one of the attractions in Long Beach was the RMS Queen Mary, 
a luxury cruise liner from the Art Deco period, 20 years after Titanic.. This ship was commissioned to 
be the mainline express from Southampton to New York with her running mate the RMS Queen 
Elizabeth.  They ran the twice weekly trip until their retirement in 1967. 
During the war years, the Queen Mary was used as a troop carrier, known as the Grey Ghost, one of 
the fastest troop ships involved in the war,  it escaped U-Boat interception due to its high speed. 
In October 1942, the Queen Mary accidentally sank one of her escort ships, HMS Curacoa, with the 
loss of 338 lives, Due to the constant danger of being attacked by U-Boats, the orders were to  not 
stop for any reason. Other RN destroyers accompanying the Queen Mary returned to rescue any 
survivors. 



 
The Queen Mary holds the record for the most passengers ever transported on one vessel, 16,082 
American Troops from  New York to Great Britain.  Whilst 1700 miles from Scotland during a gale,  
she was struck broadside by a rogue wave, it is reported that this wave reached a height of 28       
metres (92 ft). The Queen Mary nearly capsized, it was calculated later that has she have rolled     
another 20cm then she would have capsized. This event was the incident that inspires Paul Gallico to 
pen the story “The Poseidon Adventure” This film used the Queen Mary as the stand in for the SS 
Poseiden. 
After her retirement in 1967, she steamed to Long Beach, California where she is now moored as a 
tourist attraction. 
 
When the Queen Mary was bought by Long Beach, they decided that it would be an iconic host, so 
almost every area beneath C deck was cleared to make way for the museum. This removed the boil-
er rooms, the forward engine room, the turbo generator rooms, ship stabilisers and the water 
softening plant.  Fuel tanks were filled with local mud to ballast the ship.  Only the aft engine room 
and shafts would be retained from the cutters torch. Remaining space was turned into storage or 
office space. The Queen Mary was finally deemed to be a building instead of a vessel since it’s       
machinery and propellers had been removed. This was causing issues with unions, they were         
disputing whether work should be done by land and maritime companies. 
The ship’s funnels were removed during the conversion, and had to be replaced with aluminium   

copies as the original ones had collapsed due to their neglect. 

On 8 May 2001 the QM opened as a tourist attraction and a hotel. The hotel uses the 1st and 2nd class 
state rooms. 
After doing some research into this attraction, it was found that there is a permanent amateur radio 
special event station on board. W6RO.  After a few emails to ask for a time that the station would be 
manned, the response was “ The station will be manned for any time that you wish to visit”. 
Well, as they wanted to be so accommodating,  we suggested a time, and it was agreed that one of 
their operators would be on hand to open up and let us operate from their shack. 
 
We arrived early, did the touristy tour of the ship, and then at our agreed meeting time, went to 
meet our host, Nick NE2N. Nick is a volunteer from the Long Beach Amateur Radio Club that operate 

the radio station. They have to agree to operate for 4 hours per month to 
be an operator of W6RO. 
Nick was fantastic, he gave us an introduction to the radio history, telling 
us how the radio station had been moved from its original location, but 
keeping many of the existing features, and trying to include modern 
equipment  in  the room, but with a balance of the old.  Much of the   
historical radio equipment is still in working order, and is powered up 
and maintained for a historical archive. 

Unfortunately band conditions were poor,  there was a 
contest running.. I worked an Italian (his first West Coast 
USA station), a Spaniard and a few USA stations. Ruth 
passed greetings messages on VHF and UHF as a Inter-
mediate licensee she is not allowed to operate recipro-
cally, but may pass  greetings messages, as a member of 
the general public.. 

 
 

W6RO 



The Queen Mary's original, professionally manned wireless radio room was destroyed once the ship 
arrived in Long Beach. In its place an amateur radio room was created one deck above the original  
radio reception room with some of the discarded original radio equipment used for display purposes 
only.  
The amateur radio station with the call sign W6RO ("Whiskey Six Romeo Oscar") relies on volunteers 
from a local amateur radio club. They are present most of the time the ship is open to the public, and 
the radios can also be used by other licensed amateur radio operators.  
In honour of his over forty years of dedication to W6RO and the Queen Mary, in November 2007 the 
Queen Mary Wireless Room was renamed The Nate Brightman Radio Room. This was announced on 
28 October 2007 at Mr. Brightman's 90th birthday party by Joseph Prevratil, President and CEO of the 
Queen Mary. 
 
Website link Queen Mary ‘shack’:  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Queen_Mary_radio_room.jpg 

 

~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~ 

 

Enough room left to enlarge the old newspaper article (~1971) sent in by 
Pete G4AUY (page 7) - Ed 



 
Two more shots of Finbar’s EI0CF shack and the 500 KHz antenna base ATU 

sent by Richard G0VXG. Definitely not a ‘Black Box’ operator... 
~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~ 

 
THANKS to Mike G3JKX,  Phil G0VSJ, Norman G0ASP, Pete G4AUY, Richard G0VXG, 

Robin G1MHU, Dave G0CER, Rob 2E0RAV, Jim G8UGL and Peter M1FGN  for         
Newsletter input. Next publication  #241 mid May.  Keep it coming, please ! 

 
 
 
 

….and finally, as requested, 
and only available on the 
web (sorry Dave) , the      
circuit diagram for Rob’s 
VHF/UHF aerial analyser 
project (page 8) 


